We use a multi-fluid model to describe the dynamic behavior of electrons, ions, and neutrals in a weakly ionized three-component plasma and investigate the differentially rotational instability. Charged species and neutrals are supposed to have the same angular velocity to eliminate the equilibrium current and collisions in the unperturbed state. By taking into account collisions between electrons/ions and neutrals, we derive the analytical expression of the general local dispersion relation and examine the collision effect on the rotational instability in different limiting cases. Collisions on neutrals are neglected in the first case to obtain a simplified dispersion, in which collisions play an important role in the instability criteria. In the low-frequency region, the previous result in the magnetohydrodynamic model is reproduced. The collision effect in the high-frequency case for non-magnetized electrons is found to be similar to the low-frequency region, but can induce instability for both the negative and positive radial derivative of rotational frequency.
INTRODUCTION
The magnetorotational instability (MRI) is believed to play a crucial role in driving plasma turbulence and the angular momentum transport in the accretion disks . This magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instability was initially addressed in the 1960s (Velikhov 1959; Chandrasekhar 1960 ) but did not attract much attention until the 1990s after the seminal monograph by . Balbus and Hawley used the MRI to interpret the anomalous viscosity problem of accretion disks, and thereby solved a long-standing puzzle of how the materials in the accretion disks fall inward to feed the stars or the black holes in the center with the help of the MRI. In a Keplerian system with angular velocity Ω(r) ∝ r −3/2 , the angular momentum (∝ r 1/2 ) increases outward, and then the accretion disk fulfills Rayleigh's criterion for stability and should be hydrodynamically stable (at least in the linear phase; Kirillov & Stefani 2010; Hollerbach & Rüdiger 2005) . Meanwhile, purely viscous coupling in a laminar flow is shown to be small by many orders of magnitude to drive sufficient angular momentum transport (Hollerbach & Rüdiger 2005) . In this case, the outward angular momentum transport, which is necessary for the disk matter to fall inward, should not be allowed. However, in the presence of a magnetic field, the criterion for instability goes from one of outward decreasing angular momentum to one of radially deceasing angular velocity . As a result, a hydrodynamically stable system is magnetohydrodynamically unstable, leading to disk turbulence and efficient angular momentum transport (Balbus & Hawley 1998; .
Due to significant applications of MRI on astrophysical problems such as magnetized accretion disks (Begelman 2003) , protoplanetary disks (Sano & Miyama 1999; Sano et al. 2000) , and stellar disks (Balbus & Terquem 2001) , etc., MRI studies have proliferated in terms of theoretical analyses, numerical examinations, and experimental observations (Balbus & Hawley 1998; Balbus 2003; Mikhailovskii et al. 2009 and references therein) in the past several years. By virtue of the Taylor-Couette flow configuration, Ji et al. (2006) reported a laboratory experiment that showed that the MRI appears to be the only plausible source of accretion disk turbulence, even in cool disks. Mikhailovskii et al. (2009) examined the high-frequency MRI by using the generalized Ohm's equation to describe the electron motion. Blaes & Balbus (1994 ) used a simple two-fluid model describing ions and neutrals to discuss the effects on the MRI due to collisions between ions and neutrals in weakly ionized and weakly magnetized disks, but were still restricted to the low-frequency regime. Recently, Nekrasov studied electromagnetic streaming instabilities in thermal viscous regions of rotating astrophysical objects by using multifluid equations describing neutrals and magnetized electrons and ions (Nekrasov 2009 ). Although different species have different rotational velocity, rotation is not considered to depend on the radius. In this sense, it is of interest to study the collisions between electrons/ions and neutrals in a weakly ionized and differentially rotational plasma in the framework of a multi-fluid model since some astrophysical objects such as interstellar media, molecular clouds, and protostellar and protoplanetary disks are characterized by weak ionization (Blaes & Balbus 1994; Nekrasov 2009 ), which motivates the present research.
In the present work, we use the multi-fluid model to describe the dynamic behavior of electrons, ions, and neutrals in a weakly ionized plasma and investigate the differentially rotational instability. Different from Nekrasov (2009) , electron rotational flow is assumed to have the same angular velocity with ions as well as neutrals, so that we can work in the homogeneous and purely axial magnetic field by neglecting the equilibrium current density, and disregard collisions in the unperturbed state. We can focus on the MRI but exclude the instability aroused by equilibrium streaming. Taking into account collisions between electrons/ions and neutrals, we derive the analytical expression of the general local dispersion relation (DR) of the MRI. By disregarding neutral-electron and neutral-ion collisions at first, we present the simplified DR and instability criteria. For sufficiently magnetized ions and electrons, i.e., their gyrofrequencies are much greater than other dynamic frequencies, we find the same result as BB1994 in the low-frequency region. The last case discussed here is not considered by BB1994 or Nekrasov (2009) , that is, the magnetic field is sufficiently weak so that even if electrons are non-magnetized, we numerically present the stable region in this high-frequency case and analytically analyze the high-collisional case.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic equations of the multi-fluid hydrodynamic model are presented. Based on the model, we derive the analytical expression of the local linear DR of the MRI in a homogeneous axial magnetic field with arbitrary strength in the presence of collisions between charged species and neutrals in Section 3. Special cases are discussed in detail in Section 4 to examine how the collisions affect the MRI when the electron and ion gyroeffects are taken into account. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to the conclusion.
BASIC EQUATIONS
We consider a three-component plasma comprising electrons, singly charged ions, and neutrals. The plasma is assumed to be placed in an external homogeneous magnetic field B. The quasineutrality condition is n i n e = n 0 in the absence of ionization or the recombination effect with n j (j = i, e represents ions and electrons, respectively) as the number density. The basic multifluid hydrodynamic equations are expressed as follows. The continuity equation for species j and neutrals denoted by the index n is
The electron/ion momentum equation is
and the neutral momentum equation is
The fluid equations above are coupled with the Maxwell equations
to enclose the system. Here, m j,n is the mass, v is the fluid velocity, P is the thermal pressure, q is the particle charge, E is the electric field, B is the magnetic field, Φ = −GM/R is the gravitational potential of the central object with mass M, G the gravitational constant, and R = (r 2 + z 2 ) 1/2 with r being the distance from the rotation axis and z being the vertical coordinate. c = (ε 0 μ 0 ) −1/2 is the light speed in the vacuum, and J = en(v i − v e ) is the current density. γ jn denotes the drag coefficient for collisions between species j and neutrals, defined as γ jn = σ ν jn /(m j + m n ), where σ ν jn is the rate coefficient of the momentum transfer. We introduce the collision frequency ν jn = γ jn m n n n (resp. ν nj = γ nj m j n j ). Note that γ jn = γ nj , and in a weakly ionized plasma n n n j ; thus ν jn is much greater than ν nj .
DISPERSION RELATION
We assume that the background magnetic field is directed along the z-axis and that electrons, ions, and neutrals rotate in the azimuthal direction with the same angular frequency Ω(r). In such a differentially rotating system, ions and electrons have the same rotational velocity so that equilibrium current density is avoided, which allows a radial homogenous magnetic field. In the cylindrical coordinates, the perturbed vector is f 1 = ( f r , f θ , f z ) for v, B, and E. The perturbed number density and pressure are n and P , respectively. Each perturbed quantity is assumed to be proportional to e −iωt+ik z z with ω being the wave frequency and k z being the wavenumber along the vertical direction. All perturbations are supposed to be axisymmetrical. Linearizing the electron momentum Equation (2) to the first order, we have
in which κ 2 = 4Ω 2 + dΩ 2 /d ln r is the square of epicyclic frequency. We consider the plasma to be incompressible, so the mass conservation condition is reduced to ∇ ·v = 0. The density fluctuation can be ignored if the equilibrium state is assumed to be homogeneous, namely, n 0 = constant, yielding n = 0, or P 0 = 0 in a Keplerian system. Here, n 0 is the unperturbed density, P 0 is the equilibrium pressure, and the prime denotes the radial derivative. Thus, the equation above gives its three projections as
in which ω c = eB 0 /m e is the electron gyrofrequency. The perturbed Poisson equation reads ∇ · E 1 = 0, yielding E z = iD E r /k z withD = 1/r+∂ r . Similarly, the incompressible condition gives rise to v jz,nz = iD v jr,nr /k z , and the divergencefree property of the magnetic field ∇ · B 1 = 0 leads to B z = iD B r /k z . According to the perturbed Faraday's law (6),
After adopting these relations, Equation (11) leads to P e in terms of other perturbed quantities. Substitution of it into Equation (9) yields
For ions, changing m e → m i , e → −e, ω c → −Ω c , and ν en → ν in in Equations (10) and (12), where Ω c = eB 0 /m i is the ion gyrofrequency, we find (13) and
For neutrals, after some similar calculation, we obtain from the motion equation (3) that
and
Electromagnetic fields and fluid velocities are connected by the Ampère's law (7), whose perturbed form gives
where V A = B 0 / √ m i n 0 μ 0 is the Alfvén speed in the ion fluid. To obtain the two equations above, we used J 1 = en 0 (v i1 −v e1 ) and restricted ourselves to a low oscillation frequency rotational problem by assuming ω ck (Ren et al. 2011 ). Now, the eight equations (Equations (10) and (12)- (18)) describing eight perturbations, radial and azimuthal perturbed velocities, and magnetic fields, comprise a self-consistent closed set of equations. The general DR can be directly derived from the matrix of coefficients by zeroing its determinant. However, it is hard to simplify the expression and obtain a straightforward formula describing the relation between the wave frequency ω and other parameters. Here, we are restricted to the local approximation by assuming ∂ r ik r and k r r 1, where k r is the radial wavenumber, and thus ∂ rD −k 2 r , and defining the total wavenumber k = (k
1/2 . From Equations (15) and (16), we obtain the perturbed velocities of neutrals in terms of other perturbations as
in which ν n = ν ne +ν ni and G 0 is short for κ 2 +(−iω+ν n ) 2 k 2 /k 2 z . Inserting the two formulae above into Equations (10), (12), (13), and (14) yields
where we denote (21) and (22), one has B r = k z B 0 (G 4 v er + G 5 v eθ )/G 1 and
are given in the Appendix). Eliminating B r and B θ from Equations (23) and (24), we obtain two equations with respect to v er and v eθ . Combining the two formulae to eliminate v eθ and v er , we arrive at the local DR of the MRI by using the multi-fluid model describing a weakly ionized plasma in the presence of background magnetic fields with an arbitrary strength,
DISCUSSION
No useful result can be obtained directly from the full DR (25), due to its complicated expression. Next, we consider three limiting cases. In the first one, the effect of collisions on neutrals is neglected due to the fact that ν jn ν nj ; in the middle one, we take into account all the collision effects but are restricted to the MHD limiting, that is, assuming ω Ω c from the beginning. In the last one, electrons are non-magnetized.
Modes for Zeroing ν nj
Aforementioned, collisions on neutrals can be disregarded only because ν jn ν nj is satisfied. Hence, in the limiting case, we can suppose that ν ne 0 and ν ni 0, and find
In view of these relations and after some redundant but not difficult calculation, the DR (25) is simplified to a quartic equation with respect to ω:
where
in which ω A = k z V A is the Alfvén frequency, β is defined as
and H 0 denotes for
and ξ stands for ω 2 A /(Ω c ω c ). Equation (26) gives the simplified DR. Among coefficients in the equation, χ and i (i = 1, 2, 3) represent effects connected directly with collisions, namely, containing collision frequency ν jn in the expressions. When we ignore the collision effects, the weakly ionized plasma should not be physically distinguished from the ordinary electron-ion plasma, since the existence of neutrals affects the plasma dynamic only via collisions with electrons and ions. We note that for ν jn = 0, χ and i become zero and hence first-order and third-order terms are null. Thus, the quartic equation is reduced to be a quadratic equation with respect to ω 2 . Recalling the expression of H 0 , α, β, and ξ , it is easy to see that the previous result is recovered (Ren et al. 2011) . In other words, χ and i represent the effect of collisions between neutral and ion/electron on the MRI. Letting γ = −iω, Equation (26) is rewritten as
Although the quartic equation above can be precisely solved, the analytical roots are too complicated to be physically useful. We consider only pure unstable/damping modes, that is, the equation above has real root, in which the positive root accounts for instability and the negative one is responsible for a damping mode. Hence, a sufficient but not necessary condition for a positive root is that the constant term is negative, namely, j 0 + 3 < 0, or in the form
From the formula above, it is seen that the effect of electron-neutral collisions is usually proportional to 1/ω c (recall the expression of ξ ), and hence can be disregarded when electron fluid is magnetized. Only ion-neutral collision dominates in this case. The sufficient but not necessary condition can become a sufficient and necessary condition in the MHD limit, that is, low-frequency and long-wavelength approximations, so that (ω A , Ω, |dΩ/d ln r|) Ω c . One has α = 1, β = −1, and rewrites Equation (34) 
A are all positive. Here, we suppose that ν en is not much greater than ν in . Since the critical condition for J 0 = 0 having a positive real root is
provides the critical condition for pure instabilities (overinstabilities are not considered here). That is
In this instability criterion, the first stabilizing term on the lefthand side of the inequality above describes the magnetoacoustic effect, and the second term represents the effect due to dΩ 2 /d ln r < 0, the so-called Velikhov effect driving the rotational instability. The third term reflects the ion Hall effect in association with the ion-neutral collisions and shows the stabilizing effect on the dynamic. The last term denotes the coupling of ion-neutral collisions and the differential rotating effect. The only factor driving instability is that the angular frequency increases inward. Then, the last coupled term is destabilizing. When both the collision frequency and Alfvén frequency are much less than the ion gyrofrequency, meaning the Hall effect can be neglected, the last two terms with respect to ν in are smaller than the other two terms and can be omitted. That is, collisions do not play a crucial role in the instability criterion. Conversely, if ν in is sufficiently large, the criterion is
Equation (26) also indicates that there may be pure oscillation modes. Supposing that ω is real and non-zero, from the imaginary part of Equation (26), one finds ω 2 = − 2 /2αχ, which is satisfied since 2 −2ν in ω 2 A is negative and both α and χ are positive. Substituting this into the real part yields 4(j 0 + 3 )χ 2 − 2( 0 − 1 ) 2 χ/α + the high-frequency limiting case (ω ω c ), although it becomes hard to analytically detect the DR and numerical evaluation is needed. We also find from the equation above that in the strong collision limit (γ in → ∞), the DR goes to (41) which is identical to the classical result ) if we define a new Alfvén speed,
1/2 , in the fully coupled fluid rather than in the ion fluid. Accordingly ω A = ω A (ρ i /ρ) 1/2 , just as was pointed out by Blaes & Balbus (1994, p. 167) : "the friction coupling is so strong that ions and neutrals are forced to move together as a single fluid, and the dynamics is the same as in a fully ionized plasma."
High-frequency Modes
As for the case of Ω c ω ω c , Equation (25) is difficult to simplify further. We consider this case even though the electrons are non-magnetized and we disregard the electron-neutral collisions. Divided by the square of ω c and then letting B 0 → 0, Equation (25) is reduced to a tenth-order equation with respect to ω. Unfortunately, it still cannot be analytically analyzed without additional assumptions. We then restrict ourselves to a strong collisional case by letting γ in → ∞ and finally obtain
in which α is defined before and β denotes ω 2 A β, standing for κ 4 ξ/(4Ω 2 ) in the non-magnetized plasma. To derive the equation above, we assume k z = k for simplicity since the radial wavenumber is shown to only numerically modify the DR. It is easy to see that this equation is identical to the DR reported in Ren et al. (2011) in a fully ionized plasma. It is shown again here that in the strong collision limit, neutrals and ions are coupled so intimately that they behave as a single fluid. The DR above generates two modes existing in a non-magnetized plasma, ω 2 = κ 2 , and ω
The first mode yields an instability only if κ 2 < 0, which is the classical critical condition for an instability in a non-magnetized differential rotational plasma. The second mode accounts for an instability, provided that dΩ/d ln r > 2ξ Ω or κ 2 < 0. As a result, the unstable domain corresponds to the condition κ 2 < 0 and dΩ/d ln r > 2ξ Ω. However, the investigation of the MRI in the framework of the MHD shows that an instability takes place only when the angular frequency decreases outward, i.e., dΩ/d ln r > 2ξ Ω does not account for an instability. In fact, this conflict can be eliminated under some approximations. Recall that the growth rate of the second mode is proportional to
A /(Ω c ω c ) is much less than one in the magnetized plasma in the long-wavelength approximation and even for the non-magnetized case; the standard hydrodynamic model deals with that ordering relation in the same way (Ren et al. 2011) . As a result, the growth rate is proportional to √ ξ 0, showing no significant effect on the dynamics. Due to the background fields, high-frequency modes are hard to develop in most cases. But the multi-fluid model does not require such a restriction on ξ in the non-magnetized case.
Considering ξ = k 2 m e /(μ 0 e 2 n 0 ) = 1.1 × 10 15 /(λ 2 n 0 ), λ is the wavelength in the unit of m and n 0 in the unit of m −3 . Under a low-density or short-wavelength condition, the effect due to ξ = 0 may not be ignored directly. In a Keplerian system, since dΩ/d ln r < 0 and κ 2 > 0, the two modes are apparently both stable, which is consistent with the Keplerian system being stable in the standard hydrodynamic treatment but in fact magnetohydrodynamically unstable. Only a magnetic field can stimulate rotational instability and totally quench it when the field is strong enough. As for a general case, i.e., ν en = 0 and collision frequencies are not dominant, we obtain the following DR:
in which ℘(ω) is a sixth-order function about ω and is independent of ν in . The first wave mode is ω 2 = κ 2 , implying that the classical differentially rotational mode (CDRM) still can exist in a collisional weakly ionized plasma and does not depend on the collisions. The second mode is given by −iω = √ −κ 2 −ν in , requiring not only negative κ 2 . κ 2 should be less than −ν 2 in due to the stabilizing effect of the ion-neutral collisions. ℘(ω) = 0 yields six wave modes and needs to be numerically analyzed, which is presented in Figure 1 , showing that only Mode 2 can be unstable. When ξ is small, namely for long wavelengths, the real component of this mode's frequency is zero, and its imaginary part is positive, responding to pure instability. As ξ climbs, the growth rate becomes zero and then negative with a zero oscillation part, meaning a pure damping mode. When ξ becomes greater than 3/4 (this turning point is determined by ξ = dΩ/d ln r/(2Ω)), this damping mode obtains an oscillation frequency. Obviously, due to the collision effect and equilibrium rotation curve, the other modes are all damped. Modes 3 and 6 are the modified CDRM with same damping rate induced by collisions.
However, since dΩ/d ln r = 3Ω/2 implies an instability in the collisionless limit in the multi-fluid treatment, Figure 1 does not show whether collisions play a crucial role in stimulating an instability. At least, the critical point is not altered by the presence of collisions. It is then necessary to numerically analyze ℘(ω) by restricting ourselves to a Keplerian system, in turn, dΩ/d ln r = −3Ω/2. Results are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 3 shows that only Mode 4 is responsible for pure instability in the extremely long wavelength region, and hence the instability has a very small growth rate. Apparently, this instability is induced purely by collisions. Figure 2 shows that the turning point for Mode 4 is about ξ = 0.5165. Mode 5 has the same real part, but is damped for all regions of wavelengths. Similar figures can be found in BB1994 for the case of magnetized ions with a Keplerian rotational profile, i.e., the roots of Equation (40) were plotted, which also shows that only one mode is unstable for long wavelengths (Blaes & Balbus 1994) .
SUMMARY
BB1994 motivates the present study, which should be made clear. On the basis of Ren et al. (2011) , i.e., the investigation of the MRI in a two-fluid model, we perform a multi-fluid model describing a weakly ionized plasma to examine the collision effect on the MRI between charged species and neutrals. The DR is reported in Equation (25) in the presence of general background magnetic fields. By disregarding the collision effect on the neutrals, we find a simplified DR (26), which shows that ion-neutral collisions play a significant role in the instability criterion (35), which is a sufficient but not necessary condition.
In the MHD limit, the reduced criterion (36) indicates that only ion-neutral collisions contribute to the condition and start to play a role when the ion-neutral collision frequency is comparable to or greater than the ion gyrofrequency. For sufficient large ν in , the differential rotation and ion Hall effect dominate the stable condition (see Equation (34)). By dominating the ion gyrofrequency, our result is reduced to Equation (40), which is identical to BB1994's one for the magnetized ions in the framework of MHD equations. We validate that "The friction coupling is so strong that ions and neutrals are forced to move together as a single fluid, and the dynamics is the same as in a fully ionized plasma."
As claimed in Ren et al. (2011) , the advantage of the two fluid model is that more physical information is kept down so that all limiting results can be directly reduced under different approximations. We can obtain a full physical image about the MRI in the low-frequency (ω Ω c , i.e., ions are highly magnetized) and high-frequency (ω ω c , i.e., electrons are non-magnetized) as well as the medial-frequency (ω c ω Ω c , i.e., electrons are magnetized but ions are nonmagnetized) regimes. In the case of non-magnetized electrons, the reduced DR is presented in Equation (43) and is simplified to Equation (42) by zeroing ν en and letting γ in → ∞. The simplified DR is identical with the one reported in Ren et al. (2011) , derived in a fully ionized ideal plasma. As for the general case with non-zero ν en , we numerically examine the dependence of the real and imaginary components of wave frequencies on the wavenumbers. For positive dΩ/d ln r, an instability takes place in both collisional and collisionless plasma (only in the multi-fluid framework). While in the case of negative dΩ/d ln r, which is stable in both standard hydro and multi-fluid treatments without collisions for the non-magnetized plasma, our results imply that the perturbation can be still unstable in the extremely long wavelength region due to the collision effects. The highfrequency mode is useful to help us to investigate the origin and development of magnetic fields in some astrophysical environments and figure out what role the MRI plays.
It should be specifically pointed out that the finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects are not considered in the present work, which follows Mikhailovskii et al. (2009) to investigate the high-frequency MRI by ignoring other non-ideal effects and focus on the collision effects between neutrals and plasma. The FLR can be introduced by using the gyroviscous tensor, which is only appropriate in the limit of Ω ν i Ω c and valid in a strong magnetic field (Huba 1996; Ferraro 2007; Deven & Penkünlü 2010) . Ferraro (2007) , and Deven & Penkünlü (2010) investigated the FLR effects on the MRI using the anisotropic Braginskii viscosity tensor in the low-collisional magnetized plasmas and showed that the FLR term may be more important than the Hall term in the high-β limit, where β is the ratio of ion thermal pressure to magnetic pressure, not the definition in Equation (32). Note that Ferraro (2007) and Deven & Penkünlü (2010) still work in the MHD framework. Besides, the present work is restricted to the homogenous axial magnetic field by supposing that charged species have the same rotational angular velocity. Based on this assumption, the equilibrium current density is avoided in our model. Hence, in addition to the gyroeffects, the equilibrium current, magnetic field inhomogeneity, and the FLR effect should be considered in the multi-fluid model. It can help us obtain a full understanding of the MRI in not only low-frequency but also high-frequency regimes. This is the objective of our further work.
